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ABSTRACT

The structure of dyscrasite, Ag3.1sSbs.85, has been
refined using AgKa radiation data to R - 0.042 for
246 observed reflections. The space group is Pmm2
with a 3.008(l),  b 4.828(l),  c 5.214(3)4,, and Z
: 1. The structure proposed by Peacock (1940)
has been confirmed.

It is proposed that the structure of allargentum,
Ag.Jb", is a disordered version of that of dyscra-
site, having the spa.ce group P6a, with partial mndom
replacemetrt of the antimony of the dyscrasite half'
cell by silver in the allargentum cell. Stability of the
dyscrasite structure is maintained by having its
thermal ellipsoids oriented in a direction at 90" to
the required direction of motion towards the hexa-
gonal close-packed allargentum sites.

Sourraernp

La structure de la dyscrasite, Ag3.15Sb6.es, a 6t€
raffindo ir l'aide des donn€es obtenues err rayonne-
ment KaAg jusqu'au r6sidu R - 0.042 pour les 246
r6flexions observ6es. I-e groupe spatial est Pmm2
avec a 3.008(l),  b 4.828(l),  c 5.214Q)4" et Z :
l- La structure propos6e par Peacock (1940) est oon-
firm6e.

La structure de l'allargentum, AgloSb- serait
celle d'une dyscrasite d6sordonn6e, dans le groupe
spatial P6r, ou une partie de l'antimoine de la demi-
maille de la dyscrasite serait remplac6e au hasard
par de I'argent dans la maille de l'allargentum. La
structure de la dyscrasite maintient sa stabilit6 du
fait que les eltpsoides thermiques sont allong6s
perpendiculairement i la direction du mouvement
requis vers les sites de l'assemblage hexagonal com-
pact de l'allargentum.

(fraduit par le journal)

INrnooucrroN

A good single crystal of dyscrasite, in the form
of a tiny orthorhombic tablet, was found at-
tached to the side of a large, deeply striated,
elongate orthorhombic dyscrasite prism in side-
rite from the Consols mine, S1eftsa Hill, Aus-
tralia (USNM R419). Microprobe analyses
CIable 1) were provided by Dr. L. J. Cabri on
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TABLE'I. IIICROPROBE ANALYSES OF DYSCRASITE'

Samle Current Sanple Cunent SC = 0.025 ro
0.025 @ 0.035 e expanded beam

at Atons2Gra in I  a tx  A tore2

Aq 74.33  3 .104
s5 u.a6 0.883
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94.76
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74.66 3 .113
23.72 0.876
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98.88
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98.21

74.38  3 .118
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0.55  0 .012

98.35

Grain 2
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lg

75,40  3 .152 74 .89  3 .137
22.48 0.833 22.86 0.849
0 . 6 8  0 . 0 1 5  0 . 6 2  0 . 0 1 4

98.56  98 .37

]Synttrettc stolchloretric Ag3sb used as standard-
zcalculated on the basis of 4 atom per cell.

two grains of dyscrasite taken from the larger
crystal, immediately below the point of attach-
menf of the crystal studied. These showed that
the mineral was very close in composition to the
boundary of its stability field. This boundary
occurs at about O.82 antimony atoms per dys-
crasite cell, and is of the order-disorder type
from orthorhombic Ags+"Sbr-" (dyscrasite) to a
statistical arrangement of Agr-"Sb" in the hexa-
gonal allargentum cell.

A Weissenberg data set was collected for the
purpose of refining the positional parameters
proposed for dyscrasite by Peacock (1940), using
silver radiation in order to take advantage of
its very much smaller linear absorption coeffi-
cient. In addition, the nearness of the compound
to one of its stability-field boundaries could be
expected to have an effect on the direction of
its anisotropic thermal ellipsoids, which would
be masked by the uncertainties in the absorption
correction if either Cu or Mo radiation wer's
used. An averaged formula of Ags.raSbo.eo Wns
assumed for the initial stages of the refinement.

ExpBnnvreNrer,

Crystal data for dyscrasite are given in Table
2. The lattice parameters were obtained from a
least-squares refinement of 18 high-angle ar
reflections, using Cu radiation and calibrated by
mounting the crystal on a thin silver wire (a :
4.08624). These parameters are in good agree-
ment with those reported by Peacock if his cell
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Iurmula  49 : . tSSbO.gS

t } l i i .  Ce l l  a  =  3 .008( t )  A
b  =  4 . 8 2 8 ( t )
c  .  s .214(3)

space Group h^2 (4vt

z l

IABLE 2. CRYSTAT DATA FOR DYSCRASITE sentially correct. Since it was known from the
microprobe analysis that the Sb site was par-
tially occupied by Ag, the origin was fixed by
placing a fully-occupied Ag(1) at y2, 0, Yz rather
than using Peacock's proposed origin of Sb at
0, 0, 0. The neutral-atom scattering factors for
Ag and Sb (Cromer & Mann 1968), corrected
for anomalous dispersion, were used in the full-
matrix program RFINE (Finger 1969),

The e parameters of all atoms except Ag(1)
were refined with isotropic temperature factors,
and converged in four cycles to an R of 0.079.
Four further cycles with anisotropic temper-
ature factors reduced R to 0.048. After all other
parameters had converged, three further cycles
were run, in which the occupancy parameters
were allowed to vary. The final value for the
Sb site was 0.849(6) Sb and 0.151 Ag; the three
Ag sites all gave values in the range 1.000(8)
and are assumed to be fully occupied by silver.
No significant peaks were observed in the final
difference map; thus the small amount of mer-
cury shown in the analysis could'not be assigned
to a particular site. The final R value for all ob-
served reflections was O.042 and, the standard
deviation of an observation of unit weight was
0.25. Fractional atomic coordinates and aniso-
tropic temperature factors are given in Table 4,
and the interatomic distances in Table 5. The
table containing observed and calculated struc-
ture factors has been deposited with the National
Science Library.'r

DrscusstoN

The structure proposed for dyscrasite by
Burkhardt & Schubert (1959) is in fact incor-
rect, as has already been suggested by the elec-
tron diffraction work of Seng-jung & Pinsker
(1960). It is now clear that dyscrasite is not iso-
structural with BCuaTi, as the doubled a axis re-
quired for this structure was not found on long-
structure proposed by Peacock (1940) is there-

*This table has been deposited with the Depository
of Unpublished Data. Copies may be obtained on
request to: Depository of Unpublished Data, Na-
tional Science Library, National Research Council
of Canada, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada.

D*u,

Dca lc
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-TABIE 
3. CRYSIAL DIMENSIONS USED FOR ABSORPTION CORRECTION

0istance from Comn 0ri9ln (cn)

0.0088

0.0088

0.0050

0.0034

0.0050

0.0084
Crystal Volure = 0.002294 m3

is transformed into the conventional setting
(100/001/010).

Weissenberg photographs of levels 0&/ through
5kl were taken on a Stoe integrating camera
using Pd-filtered AgK11 radiation. The crystal
was then remounted about the c axis and inter-
scale levels frfrO through hk3 were collected. The
various films were read on a split-beam densito-
meter and the raw intensities corrected for
Lorentz and polarization effects. Absorption
corrections were calculated using the crystal
dimensions given in Table 3 and an 8XI2XL2
Gaussian grid. Maximum and minimum values
of this correction with Ag radiation were O.37
and 0.L8, as opposed to a range spanning four
orders of magnitude for Cu radiation. Equiva-
lent reflections on all films were averaged (R:
0.023(5) for all levels) and the data set was
placed on an approximate absolute scale by Wil-
son's method. Unobserved reflections were given
an arbitrary intensity value of half the local
transmittance of the film at the reflecting posi-
tion and were included in all correction proce-
dures, but were coded as lo,ss-than and not in-
cluded in the refinement.

REFn{EMENT

A Patterson synthesis clearly showed that the
structure proposed by Peacock (1940) was es-

TABLE 4. AT0l'llC Co0RDINATES AND THERML PAMl,ltTERs FoR DYSCMSITE"
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,Standard deviatJons (Jn parentheses) refer to the last declm' l  Djaces.f tAnisoLropic theml paraneters X loa, Bi2 r  Br" = 82? = 0.
#Root rean square devlat lon (A) paral lel  io thi"cel l -6dqe qjven X 103.
+ o c c u p a n c y  =  0 . 8 4 9 ( 6 )  S b  F  0 . i 5 1  A S .' l i ' l  = distance an aton vould have to rcve in the +z d' i rect ion to achieve hexagonal c losest packlng.
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5 b - 5 b
-  A s ( l ) .
-  A s ( l )  r
-  As(2)
-  As(3)

3.008
3. r23(3)
2.898(3)
2 .956(3)
3 .003(4)

TABLE 5. INTEMT0I'IIC DISIANCES FoR DYSCMSITE 1N A. tween the two unit cells is that aa : &a a;ud ba :

dn'two allargentum cells taken together are re-
quired to form dyscrasite. If the origin of the
first allargentum cell is placed at A, -r/a, Vz in
the dyscrasite cell, the conditions for close-
packine are fulfilled with Sb at approxirnately
i/", z/rl rA and Ag(3) at 2/s, /e, 3/a. T}r'e second
allargentum cell thus contains Ag(1) and Ag(2)
in analogous positions. In effect, then, the c
axis of allargentum is a 6, axis and there are 3-
fold axes through the 1A, 2/2, z and 2/s, r/s, z
points of the cell; since it can be assumed from
ihe powder diffraction studies of Perruk et al'
that 001 - 2rt, the probable space group for
allargentum is thus P6s.

In dyscrasite the same one of the six equiya-
lent sites about the pseudo 6g axis is always filled
by Sb, whereas in allargentum the occupancy,of
these sites is distributed randomly between Sb
and Ag. A trivial calculation shows that if 5O
dyscraslte cells are considered together, -the
exposure rotation photographs. The original
reJultant 100 allargentum cells will have the

Ae( r )  -  as ( z )  2 .e47 (2 )
-  As(3) 2.ee5(3)

rnlzl - ns{:i,n 3:3ii[i]
*Standard deviations (ln parentheses) refer to the last decl@l

place
*i:lriaf;l palrs of the sam specles have the a-cell translation of

t  Pr lred atons are located 1n an adjacent cel l  along d.

fore confirmed; the refined structure is still in
approximate hexagonal closest-packing, but the
deviations found are somewhat larger than for
his model and they are all in the same direction
(fable 4 and Fig. 1).

On mineralogical grounds, the dyscrasite
structure should be an ordered form of the al-
largentum structure. It is known from the work
of Petruk et al. (197O) that natural allargentum
from Cobalt, Ontario, is probably hexagonal
close-packed, containing two atoms in a cell
having a : 2.952A and c : 4.7n4, with an
average formula of Ago.eeSbo.ro, but no structural
studies have been rnade. The relationship be-

Fro. 1. Projection along the pseudo 6s axis of dyscrasite. The small crossed
circlo in the centre represents this axis, locatetl at O, 'Ya, z of th.e dys-
crasito cell. Interatomic drstances are shown for dyscrasite in A, and
tho positions of the ideal hexagonal close-packed sites in allargentum
aro indicated by crosses within the thermal ellipsoids.
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correct AglSb ratio if 14 of the Sb atoms in dys-
crasite are replaced by Ag. Since the Ag siles
ln rne dyscrastte structure are all fully occupied
and the S-b si!9 is partially occupied by ag, it is
easy to visualize more extensive replacement in
the latter site. The volume change to be ex-
pected from such a replace.ment in a hexagonal
close-packed structure is approximately the 

-same

as-the change observed beiween the ailargentum
cell and the dyscrasite half-cell.

The thermal ellipsoids in dyscrasite are con-
strained by symmetry to vibrate parallel to the
cell- edges and are in general elolngate parallel
to the a axis. Thus they extend in a direition at
90" to that in which ihe atoms would have to
move in order to reach the hexagonal close_
packed allargentum sites. In view of the rela_
tively minute distances involved (Table 4), it
might have been expected that the thermal
ellipsoids would elongate parallel to c, that is,
towards the allargentum sites. It is interesting
to note that the two most spherical ellipsoids
are those of Sb and Ag(2), which aie the
farthest displaced frorn the allargentum sites,
and that the most elongate is Ag(l), which is
ex_1ct]y on its equivalent site in the allargentum
cell.figure I shows a projection down the pseu-
do 6s axis of dyscrasite; the positions oi the
ideal hexagonal close-packed sites in allargen-
tum are indicated by crosses.

- Since the crystal used has a composition very
close to the limit of the dyscrasite statruty fietci,
one can postulate that the large observed ther_
mal motions of Ag(1) and Ag(3) are in effect
a measure of the resistance of the structure to
incipient disorder. The observation that the Sb
site, which is farthest from its close-packed equi-
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valent, has nearly spherical motion and that the
Ag(2) site, which is only slightly closer, has a
somewhat more deforrned ellipsoid, tends to
confirm this. It would be instructive to refine
the structure of dyscrasite from the middle of
its stability field and observe the effects on
the thermal ellipsoids of Ag(l) and Ag(3).
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